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After Zhang Linghua’s job and home were organized, Samuel’s phone called at just the right 

time. The call of Invincible Surge Little Cutie made Samuel speechless. 

After obtaining the address on the phone, Samuel rode on the electrical donkey. 

It was a high-end elevator apartment, but not all the menbers in the Beautiful household 

lived here. 

Tian Ling’er had lots of friends. This place would just be used when her close friends had an 

event. And in this residence, no male had actually ever existed. Samuel was the. 

After awaiting Tian Ling’emergency room at eviction, Tian Ling’er did not mind. She beinged 

in the rear seats of the electric vehicle and pointed the way for Samuel. 

Samuel was stunned to see such a young lady being in an electrical motorbike. 

That was since Samuel had seen a lot of gold diggers. The girls of rich families frequently 

had very high requirements. Even if it was a second-class automobile, they would not be 

interested in it, let alone an electric vehicle. 

“This is my home. How is it?” When she got back, he saw that the space was full of furry toys 

and pink decors, which teemed with a woman’s heart. 

Samuel absolutely might decline this decor style, but it was not unexpected for a woman 

like Tian Ling’emergency room. 

“Do you live here?” Samuel said. 

“Of program not. Tian Ling’emergency room said with a smile. 

Samuel did not really feel any feeling of honor. He just frowned. 

Tian Changsheng that old fellow, also if he wanted to make use of Tian Ling’emergency 

room to get closer to him, he did not require to put in so much money? 



This was additionally why Samuel had actually consented to come as well as eat, because in 

his opinion, Tian Changsheng ought to exist. While he wished to draw the Heavenly family 

over to his side, Tian Changsheng, who had actually seen his skills, must have the exact 

same suggestion as he did. 

Today, it seemed that he misconstrued it! 

“Sit down first. I’m going to cook,” stated Tian Ling’emergency room. 

“Are you actually mosting likely to prepare?” Samuel checked out Tian Ling’er in shock. Had 

not been this simply empty word? 

“Certainly. Do you think I can joke with you?” As she talked, Tian Ling’er walked right into 

the cooking area. 

Samuel strolled to the door and also glimpsed a few times. She was really proficient at 

cutting vegetables. It was not such as the design of the Heavenly Family’s girl at all. 

“You most likely to relax, looking at me. Is it because I am lovely?” Tian Ling’emergency 

room turned her head as well as smiled at Samuel. 

She was certainly very gorgeous. To be sincere, Yvonne couldn’t contrast to her. Particularly, 

her activity and also warmth made Samuel really feel as if he were several years younger. 

He beinged in the living room. Eventually, the noise of frying dishes came from the kitchen, 

followed by the smell of fragrance. 

Samuel could not remain tranquil any longer. 

She could cut vegetables and place on an act, however she actually understood exactly how 

to prepare. Exactly how was that possible! 

Samuel went to the cooking area and was stunned when he saw Tian Ling’emergency 

room’s proficient activities. 

This was not something that could be done so conveniently via acting. The young mistress 

of the Heavenly family members actually knew exactly how to stir-fry vegetables! 



“Why are you in a daze? Do you think that it’s unusual for me to know exactly how to 

prepare if my family members is abundant?” Tian Ling’emergency room stated with a smile. 

“It’s truly unusual,” Samuel stated without hiding it. The Heavenly Family was so rich, as well 

as Tian Changsheng likewise saw her as the apple of his eye. In Samuel’s viewpoint, she 

ought to be the sort of female who did refrain from doing anything at all. 

“My grandfather showed me from a very early age that money has nothing to do with one’s 

very own capability. If a person wants to end up being excellent, money can not reveal it,” 

claimed Tian Ling’emergency room. 

“The values are fairly correct. It appears that your grandfather’s love for you doesn’t 

transform you into an unreasonable princess,” Samuel said. 

“Obviously,” Tian Ling’er raised her head as well as said proudly. 

“Are you so pleased to be praised?” Samuel stated with a smile. 

“Obviously I must enjoy to be praised. Am I still weeping?” Tian Ling’emergency room 

retorted. 

Samuel really felt that he would certainly suffer a loss if he bickered with this little woman, 

so he merely returned to the living room. 

 


